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Abstract
Computer programming for young children has grown in popularity among both educators

and product developers, but still relatively little is known about what skills children are

developing when they code. This study investigated N = 57 Kindergarten through second

grade children’s performance on a programming assessment after engaging in a 6-week

curricular intervention. Children used the ScratchJr programming tool to create animated

stories, collages, and games. At the end of the learning intervention, children were assessed

on their knowledge of the ScratchJr language and underlying reasoning. Specifically, we

explored children’s errors on the assessment to determine evidence of domain-specific

reasoning (e.g. mathematic, verbal, causal). Results show that while all students mastered

foundational coding concepts, there were marked differences in performance and com-

prehension across the three grade levels. Interpretation of results suggests a developmental

progression inherent in programming knowledge acquisition.; Implications for computer

programming education and developmental research are discussed.

Keywords Early childhood education � Computer programming � ScratchJr � Cognitive

developmental theory

Introduction

In recent years, the popularity of computer programming as a learning area has led to the

development of many new tools, teaching approaches, and curricular interventions for

young children (Kindergarten through second grade) to explore coding (Balanskat and

Engelhardt 2015; K–12 Computer Science Framework 2016; Livingstone, 2012). Plat-

forms like Tynker (https://www.tynker.com/), Hopscotch (http://www.gethopscotch.com/),

and Move the Turtle (http://movetheturtle.com/) promise to engage children in computer
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coding at a level fitting their cognitive needs, and organizations like Code.org (http://code.

org/) and Code Academy (http://www.codecademy.com/) integrate foundational coding

principles into interactive lessons for all ages, starting with Kindergarten. Prior research in

early childhood settings has shown the benefits of introducing technology and engineering

early for improving children’s sequencing ability, design learning, executive functioning,

mathematic and linguistic development, and logical reasoning (Bers 2008; Clements and

Sarama 2003; Flannery and Bers 2013; Kazakoff 2014; Kazakoff and Bers 2012; Kazakoff

et al. 2013; Wyeth 2008). However, relatively little research has been conducted on pro-

gramming as a learning area in itself, and which existing knowledge domains are cultivated

when young children engage in programming.

This study describes results from an assessment of N = 57 K-2nd grade students’

understanding of foundational programming concepts after completing an introductory

programming learning intervention. Average scores are reported, and common errors are

explored for evidence domain-specific logic from areas such as verbal, spatial, and

quantitative domains. Implications for future research and for programming learning in

early childhood are discussed.

Cognitive development in young children

Piaget (1953) famously argued that children develop intelligence by naturally progressing

through a series of large bio-psycho shifts that alter a wide range of the child’s mental

models (e.g. when a child understands that when she cannot see someone, they continue to

exist). He theorized that these large shifts are the basis for several stages of intelligent

development. Children in the current study ranged from 5 to 8 years of age. At this age,

children are moving from the concrete operations stage to the pre-operational stage,

meaning that at the younger end, they rely on physical symbols and representation, and as

they get older, they are better able to take others’ perspectives, use logic-based causal

reasoning, and rely less directly on physical representations of ideas (Feldman 2004;

Lightfoot et al. 2009; Piaget 1953; McDevitt and Ormrod 2002).

Most developmental researchers agree that as children learn and grow, unique domains

of knowledge emerge in their thinking (Case 1992; Demetriou 2000; Fischer 1980;

Feldman 1988; Piaget 1953). In their seminal discussion of the architecture of a child’s

cognitive system, Demetriou et al. (2010) discuss domains of knowledge that have

emerged in their extensive clinical-trial research on children’s cognitive capacity. These

domains include categorical, quantitative, spatial, causal, social, and verbal knowledge.

The authors hope to reveal insights about which of these established learning domains

young children exercise when coding by examining their responses to a standardized

computer programming assessment. In any assessment of young children’s knowledge, the

type and frequency of mistakes can provide clues about the nature of the participant’s

content understanding (or lack thereof). For example, Piaget’s classic conservation task can

reveal a child’s level of concrete awareness, and Karmiloff-Smith’s block-balancing task

provides insight into children’s theories-in-action as they attempt to master the task (Elkind

1961; Karmiloff-Smith and Inhelder 1975). The authors hypothesize that children’s pre-

liminary theories about programming may also be revealed by exploring their responses on

a programming task. In the current study, children’s responses to a standardized pro-

gramming assessment are used to identify the domains of knowledge that contribute to

children’s programming strategies. In the next section, we describe empirically-established

domains that informed our analysis.
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Existing knowledge domains

In an attempt to merge accepted principles from developmental psychology and neo-

Piagetian theory, Demetriou and Case theorized a three-level organization of mental

processing, with one level to represent the underlying mental ability to process thoughts

within the mind, a second level to process information coming from the outside envi-

ronment, and a third level to monitor and regulate thought processing (Case et al. 2001;

Demetriou et al. 2010). Specifically, within the second level, which pertains to learning and

knowledge processes involving representational objects, Demetriou and colleagues pro-

posed six domains of knowledge that young children demonstrate: categorical, quantita-

tive, spatial, causal, social, and verbal (Demetriou et al. 2010). We will use these domains

to contextualize findings, and for the duration of the paper will refer to them inter-

changeably as ‘‘learning domains’’ or ‘‘knowledge domains.’’

Demetriou’s six domains each have their own specialized functions, with a meaningful

symbol system and unique objects and processes that are particular to that domain (e.g.

spelling a word with letters does not rely on quantitative operations). Categorical thinking

involves identifying and working with similarities and differences, such as organizing

objects by color, and is foundational to inductive inference. Quantitative thinking is any

mental operation involving quantitative transformations. This involves things like speci-

fying the number of items in a small set without list-counting (e.g. 3 or 4 items), counting

large numbers, and arithmetic operations of adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing.

Spatial thinking involves mental representations of objects in space, both within objects

(e.g. perceptions of structure, composition, size, depth) and between objects (e.g. distances,

locations, directions, rotations). Causal reasoning has to do with logical dynamics, and

involves if–then sequences, transfers of energy, and trial and error tactics to assess those

relationships. Social thinking deals with understanding social relations, cultural norms and

rules, facial expressions, and processes of imitation and perspective taking. Finally, verbal

reasoning facilitates interactions between people, describing intentions or plans, and using

grammatical and syntactical structure to organize processes and relationships in the other

knowledge domains (e.g. the verbal phrase ‘‘if…then…’’ to describe causal relationships).

Demetriou argued that these domains work synchronously to inform a person’s general

intelligence, but the differentiation of domains contributes to the organization of the

growing mind.

In this study, we used these domains to characterize what we call ‘‘programming

knowledge’’, or the thinking processes that young children demonstrate as they first

explore computer programming. These domains, each with their own unique symbol

systems and mental manipulations, likely afford different strategies to interpret the symbol

system of a novel programming language. For example, a child attempting to use a verbal

approach might apply narrative elements, names, or definitions to programming symbols,

while a child using a mathematical strategy might make predictions about what will happen

if they change the number parameter on a character’s Move Forward block. Children who

leverage social domains might ascribe internal motivations to their animated characters

prior to coding them, or they might work collaboratively with a peer to create matching

projects. More research is needed to understand how young children can meaningfully

engage with foundational symbols and concepts specific to programming. The current

study aims to address this gap in the empirical research literature, by investigating chil-

dren’s responses to programming logic questions, and seeking evidence of strategies from

any of the pre-existing domains identified by Demetrious, et al. (2010).
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The role of computer programming in cognitive development

We know that children rely on their senses to understand the world around them, and can

be confused by processes that are invisible or intangible (Piaget 1953; Karmiloff-Smith

and Inhelder 1975). Today, however, children are not just exposed to physical tools and

objects, but also to digital and virtual ones. Papert (1980) developed his theory of Con-

structionism to describe how children construct knowledge using technology. In digital

worlds children are not only manipulating objects, they are creating them; not just learning

and testing rules, but writing them. By constructing, revising, and sharing artifacts in

virtual environments, children are simultaneously constructing and revising their own

knowledge (1980). However, researchers still do not know what kind of knowledge chil-

dren construct when engaged in programming. In other words, is programming a wholly

new kind of skill that never existed before the advent of programming languages? Or, is it a

mix of pre-existing knowledge domains and skills that children have learned for many

generations, adapted to apply to programming?

Prior research has focused on educational computer programming as a medium to

develop foundational skills of math, logic, and sequential ordering (Kazakoff et al. 2013;

Wyeth 2008; Kazakoff and Bers 2014; Pea and Kurland 1984; Clements 2002). Pro-

gramming is traditionally associated with these kinds of skills, since it can require logic-

based, detail-oriented thinking (Robins et al. 2003). However, there is evidence that a focus

on programming as mainly quantitative or logical is too narrow (Fletcher-Flinn and Gravatt

1995). Resnick (2006) reminds us of the unique power of computers to virtually represent

creative projects that would be difficult or impossible to realize in the physical world. A

comprehensive review of literature reveals that computer-based learning experiences can

promote children’s ability to reflect on their own mathematical intuitions and ideas, cat-

alyze science discovery by allowing students to engage in digital simulations, foster gains

in verbal skills and creativity in 4- and 5-year-old children, and increase social and lin-

guistic communication among young children (Clements and Sarama 2003; Fletcher-Flinn

and Gravatt 1995). This suggests that programming is either a global thinking process that

supports developmental skills foundational to other domains, or perhaps that those other

skills (social, linguistic, scientific) are all deployed when a child engages in a programming

task. This question is at the core of the current study, and little research addresses this point

in the context of programming.

Bers (2018) writes that the public discourse relies too heavily upon a ‘‘problem solving’’

metaphor when designing coding tools for children. She writes that most programming

tools marketed for young children emphasize coding as a logic game, and are built like

simple puzzles to solve. Bers suggests a metaphor of expression is more appropriate for

fostering creative learning (2018). ScratchJr is an introductory programming language that

enables young children (ages 5–7 years) to explore fundamental computer programming

concepts through creative expression. ScratchJr is unique among programming environ-

ments because it is designed to allow children to create the own digital objects, build

animations, and tell stories through coding. Although many apps may reveal children’s

ability to work out logic puzzles, ScratchJr provides an opportunity to explore how chil-

dren build and interpret complex systems of code with meaningful story lines and char-

acters. This kind of coding provides a view into children’s programming understanding

that is richer than what can be ascertained from puzzles. For this reason, ScratchJr is the

medium in this study to explore children’s programming learning.
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Technology as developmental learning tool: empirical research

A small number of research studies have examined programming knowledge in the context

of theorized developmental stages. In a meta-analysis of early empirical work on adult

programmers, Davies (1993) argued that programming knowledge can be described by

‘‘stereotypic knowledge structures,’’ and which mental representations and knowledge

structures are used is largely determined by the programming language taught. However,

he also acknowledged that certain skills appeared to be generalizable across many pro-

gramming languages (i.e. programmers who are experienced in many languages exhibit

similar skill sets), and concluded that perhaps the method of instruction also plays a role in

a programmer’s mental representations (Davies 1993). Mioduser et al. (2009) investigated

Kindergarten children’s utterances and mental representations when observing a robotic

program being executed. Initially, children’s explanations were animistic descriptions of

what the robot ‘‘wanted’’ to do. As children developed more sophisticated understandings

of the robot’s program, their explanations became increasingly generalized and more

focused on the patterns and rules in the robot’s behavior, suggesting that they began to

leverage more concrete-abstraction in their mental representation.

More recently, researchers have attempted to understand children’s developmental

readiness for programming, in order to better inform the design of languages and curricular

interventions. Flannery and Bers (2013) conducted an investigation of children ages 5–7 in

which they categorized a child’s developmental stage (which roughly correlated with age),

and then observed them solving a robotic programming task (program a robot to dance the

Hokey-Pokey). They identified the following two key indicators of programming knowl-

edge in children: (1) ability to match a programming command with its outcome or action,

and (2) ability to construct a program that uses the correct commands in the correct order.

They found that the earlier a child’s developmental stage, the less likely they were to

understand a programming command’s outcome, or to complete the open-ended pro-

gramming task. In a similar study, Vizner (2017) investigated children’s robotic pro-

gramming practices and organized the behavior he observed into a developmentally-

informed hierarchy, ranging from pre-programmer to fluent programmer. This hierarchy

revealed two findings: first, that children in one developmental stage may demonstrate

many different levels of programming behaviors (in other words, a child’s developmental

stage does not necessarily predict how quickly they will progress through the programming

behaviors hierarchy); and second, that children do not often exhibit programming

behaviors in a linear trajectory, and instead will often exhibit behaviors from different

levels of the hierarchy during the same programming task (Vizner 2017).

Although these studies shed some light on the abilities of children and adults to acquire

programming skills, there is still a lack of empirical work that investigates what constitutes

programming knowledge. Davies (1993) and Mioduser et al. (2009) focused on how

programming techniques and mental representations emerge, while Flannery and Bers

(2013) and Vizner (2017) studied children’s developmental progression through pro-

gramming without linking to other developing knowledge domains. This study seeks to

unite the two approaches. We first administered an assessment to capture the two pro-

gramming knowledge constructs identified by Flannery and Bers (2013), symbol recog-

nition and sequencing. Then, like Mioduser et al. (2009), we examined children’s finished

programs and common errors for evidence of their mental representations, and applied

Davies’ (1993) question about which (if any) pre-existing knowledge domains are sug-

gested in their responses.
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Purpose of the current study

This study sheds light on the cognitive domains that young children leverage when

learning programming for the first time. Researchers examined Kindergarten children’s

responses to a standardized programming assessment after a learning intervention, in order

to identify patterns in their responses that would suggest one or more pre-existing

knowledge domain (e.g. verbal, mathematical, causal). The authors hypothesize that

children’s responses will suggest a diverse range of domains beyond quantitative and

causal, which are often associated with learning programming, suggesting that current

practices for teaching programming may be too narrow in scope.

In this paper, we will first address the following research questions:

1. What evidence of children’s programming strategies can we infer by analyzing

children’s responses and common errors on a standardized programming assessment?

2. What strategies from existing knowledge domains (e.g. language, visual-spatial, etc.)

are evident as contributors to children’s programming logic?

These questions will be addressed by describing trends in student’s answers to a stan-

dardized programming assessment. Following this analysis, we will interpret findings

based on prior research into pre-existing knowledge domains (as identified by Demetriou

et al. 2010).

Since this investigation is rooted in a stagewise theory of cognitive development, the

authors hypothesize that some differences will arise across grades. The authors further

expect to find evidence that children engage in a relatively uniform developmental pro-

gression when learning to program, separate from but informed by their development stage

in other knowledge domains.

Method

In this mixed quantitative and qualitative case study, children in Kindergarten through 2nd

grade engaged in a six-week learning intervention using the ScratchJr programming

environment. A suburban public school in the greater New England area of the US was

chosen as the research site, primarily because the school uses a ‘‘one iPad per child’’

policy, which allows every student to have access to an iPad throughout the day during

relevant class sessions. One Kindergarten, one first grade, and one second grade classroom

were purposively selected based on the relevance of this age range to the pedagogy under

study. The classes comprised a convenience sample of (N = 57) K-2nd grade participant

children (n = 27 male, n = 30 female). Data was collected in the form of children’s

responses on a post-intervention assessment of programming comprehension and knowl-

edge. Responses were numerically scored against a set of correct answers, and trends in

scores are reported. Incorrect answers were examined for qualitative trends in responses.

Learning intervention and pedagogical approach

Children in this study participated in a constructionist learning environment that fostered

open exploration and self-directed project creation (Papert 1980; Bers 2014). This peda-

gogical model was chosen because of its success in other pilot studies on children’s

computer programming learning (Flannery et al. 2013; Kafai and Resnick 1996). Children

were able to experiment with the foundational programming concepts needed to build an
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interactive project. The intervention was conducted in students’ regular classrooms, with

researchers leading lessons and classroom teachers assisting and collaborating throughout.

ScratchJr was introduced in twice-weekly 1-h lessons over 6 weeks, for a total of 12

classroom hours. During ScratchJr classes, students were encouraged to move around the

room, collaborating and sharing knowledge informally (see Fig. 1). Each student worked

one-on-one with his or her school-issued iPad tablet, and ScratchJr classwork was saved

locally to that device.

Researchers worked closely with lead classroom teachers to implement the lesson

activities. Kindergarteners did not complete all of the lessons in the most advanced

module, and were not tested on certain concepts in the programming assessments.

ScratchJr: a programming environment for young children

The ScratchJr software was chosen as the intervention tool for this study due to its open-

endedness as a learning platform for children to explore computer programming. A dis-

cussion of ScratchJr is warranted here, as interpretation of the assessment results depends

on a basic understanding of the programming tool.

The ScratchJr programming environment is the product of an NSF-funded (DRL

1118664) research collaboration between the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at MIT, the

Developmental Technologies Research Group at Tufts University, and the Playful

Invention Company (http://www.scratchjr.org). ScratchJr is a tablet-based programming

environment inspired by the MIT Lifelong Kindergarten group’s popular Scratch pro-

gramming language (http://scratch.mit.edu) for children ages eight and older, but with

interface and programming language adjustments to make it developmentally appropriate

for children in Kindergarten through second grade (Flannery et al. 2013). The layout of a

ScratchJr project consists of four parts: a programming ‘‘editor,’’ or workspace to drag and

connect programming; a stage where characters act out the instructions on the program-

ming blocks; a list of all the characters on the stage; and a gallery of up to four pages, each

with its own stage, workspace, and character list to continue the project (see Fig. 2).

Children use the programming blocks to create programs that make characters move,

hop, dance, and sing. These programs can range from very simple instructions (e.g. a single

character growing in size) to quite complex (e.g. two or more characters interacting and

conversing in dynamic settings). Because there are hundreds of potential combinations of

the 28 programming blocks, ScratchJr projects are usually quite unique. This makes it a

well-suited platform to focus on diverse learning domains, since ScratchJr is an inviting,

child-friendly programming environment with a power reminiscent of more advanced

languages.

Lesson content

The lesson activities used throughout this study are adapted from the Animated Genres

curriculum, designed by the Developmental Technologies Research Group (Portelance

et al. 2015) and freely available on the ScratchJr website (www.scratchjr.org). This cur-

riculum contains several lessons which introduce foundational ideas from engineering

desogn and computer science. Children engaged with lesson themes through structured

classroom lessons, semi-structured games and activities, and open-ended programming

play.
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Fig. 1 During ScratchJr lessons, children moved freely around the room, collaborating informally

Fig. 2 A screenshot of the ScratchJr interface. The interface consists of a a programming ‘‘editor,’’ or
workspace, b a stage where characters execute programs, c a list of all the characters on the stage, and d a
gallery of up to four pages, each with a new stage, workspace, and character list to continue the project
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The lessons comprised three modules based on three genres of programmed media:

interactive collage, animated story, and interactive game. Each module included a series of

lessons on the unique characteristics of each genre, and an introduction to relevant

ScratchJr features and programming blocks (see Table 1). Children concluded each

module by creating an expressive work in that genre.

Measurement

Children’s programming knowledge was assessed using experimental pilot tasks designed

to capture programming comprehension and fluency with the ScratchJr icon-based lan-

guage. As Davies (1993) pointed out, the programming language that programmers learn

with can inform the mental representations that children use while programming. For this

reason, it was imperative to use a ScratchJr-specific programming assessment to under-

stand children’s logic while answering questions. Readers may wonder why the learning

method involved open-ended exploration, but the tasks seemed like straightforward

problem-solving questions. Although each question does present a problem to be solved,

these tasks allow for a diversity of creative, open-ended solutions. The open-endedness in

Table 1 Animated genres curriculum

Modulea Genre skills ScratchJr skills

(1)
Interactive
collage

Set a scene by choosing backgrounds,
characters, and actions

Choose actions that would surprise or
delight a novel viewer of the collage (i.e.
user-centered design)

Navigate the ScratchJr interface
Name projects
Create ScratchJr backgrounds and characters
Use ScratchJr blocks to program what

characters do, including movement and
appearance

Read a program, and explain what it says,
which character will move, and how the
program will start (e.g. press a button, tap
the character, etc.)

(2) Animated
story

Use characters and backgrounds to tell a
story

Consider the sequence of actions, dialogue,
or new backgrounds that best conveys an
idea

Identify the beginning, middle, and end of
familiar and new stories

Use ScratchJr blocks to program transitions
in the story, such as page turning

Use ScratchJr blocks to program how
characters do their actions, including
setting speeds and using repeat loops

Record sounds and use on-screen text to add
narrative elements and character expression

Consider the sequence of blocks and the
impact on the sequence of events in the
story

Coordinate multiple characters to program
conversations and reactions

(3)
Interactive
Game

Plan and incorporate clear instructions for
playing a game

Identify multiple ways to play a game that
would allow some players to win and
some players to lose

Build choices and varied consequences into
a game

Program transitions or reactions based on a
triggering event (e.g. characters should
react when touching another character, or
when tapped by a user)

Program different transitions or reactions
based on different triggering events, to
create ‘‘win’’ and ‘‘lose’’ events

Summary of each module and core content skills covered in the animated genres curriculum
aEach module consists of four 1-h lessons over 2 weeks
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responses was necessary so that children could perform logical steps to complete the tasks,

giving researchers a wide array of responses to analyze. These tasks were directly inspired

by previous work on robotic programming assessments called Solve It tasks, which

required children ages 5-7 years to construct programs to correspond with a story about a

robot (Strawhacker and Bers 2015; Sullivan and Bers 2013). The experimental tasks

developed in this study are very similar to the pilot assessment that inspired it, with several

key differences described below.

Solve its: assessing children’s programming knowledge

The ScratchJr Solve Its used in this study are open-ended tasks that rely mainly on reverse-

engineering a program that corresponds to a finished project that children view on a

projected screen. The tasks themselves are more complicated that straightforward puzzle-

solving, as they require children to observe, remember, and reason about what they saw in

the project. In this study, researchers were most interested in (1) whether children

understood the prompts, and (2) what kind of errors children made while completing the

Solve Its, as errors suggest the kinds of logical connections they were trying to make while

completing the task.

Recall that Flannery and Bers (2013) identified two indicators of programming

knowledge in children: (1) ability to match a programming command with its outcome or

action, and (2) ability to construct a program that uses the correct commands in the correct

order. The Solve It tasks assess both of these indicators, and take Flannery and Bers’ work

further, by analyzing mistakes as well as proportion of correctly-used commands. Solve Its

are divided into two types: Block Recognition tasks (matching a command with its out-

come) and Block Sequencing tasks (constructing a program with correct commands in the

correct order). Although they employ different task types (roughly equivalent to multiple

choice and open-response question types), they both use the same animated prompt (for

more information on Solve It tasks, view prompts at: https://www.youtube.com/embed/

l9d9L9hc2o4?list=PLsXbKpJZTa6P2bt7GpZTAZuvZT1cmFKa5. See also Appendix A:

Answer Key for Solve It tasks, and Appendix B: Scoring Rubric for Solve It tasks).

In Block Recognition tasks, children were shown a short animation of one or more

ScratchJr characters, but the corresponding commands used to construct that animation

remain hidden. Then, using a paper print-out with all of the ScratchJr programming

commands listed, they are asked to circle the blocks they believe were used to create the

program they observed (see Fig. 3). For example, if a child is shown an animation of a cat

hopping, she might recognize that the cat’s program included a Hop block, and circle that

on her assessment sheet. A total of six Block Recognition Solve Its was administered to

each child in 1st and 2nd grade, and five Solve Its to Kindergarten students (see Table 2).

Children completed all Block Recognition tasks before moving on to Block Sequencing

tasks.

In Block Sequencing tasks, children viewed a ScratchJr project and then, using paper

slips with ScratchJr blocks on them, constructed a program to match the project they just

viewed (see Fig. 4). Due to time constraints, and limits on children’s ability to maintain

focused attention on the task, a total of three Block Sequencing Solve Its was administered

to each child in Kindergarten, first grade, and second grade (see Table 2). Children viewed

three of the same projects that they had seen earlier in Block Recognition tasks 4, 5, and 6

(see Table 2). These tasks were chosen because they assessed ScratchJr topics that ranged

progressively from easier to more difficult (Flannery et al. 2013), but also because they
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allowed for progressively more flexibility and open-endedness in responses. For example,

some questions allowed children to select two correctly sequenced programs from four

choices, letting children ignore the task of command selection, while other questions

required choosing and sequencing blocks. This means that certain steps in children’s

programming logic were held constant at different times, allowing researchers to more

clearly understand gaps in children’s knowledge.

There are two key differences between Strawhacker and Bers’ (2015) robotic pilot

assessment and the one used in the current study. First, children in the earlier study listened

to a researcher read aloud the story prompt, but children in the ScratchJr study viewed a

project on a screen. It is possible that using a visual versus a verbal/auditory prompt had a

significant impact on children’s ability to understand the task. If the visual nature of the

prompt shaped a child’s mental representation of the program, one might expect to find

specific types of errors in her responses. For instance, she might confuse programming

blocks that look like they might create the visual result, but in fact function differently,

such as the Move Right and Change Speed blocks (see Fig. 5). Indeed, such errors were

observed in this study, although potential alternative causes are considered in the dis-

cussion section.

Another key difference is that children in the robotic pilot study were only given the

programming blocks that they would need to complete the task. In this study, all of the

block icons in the ScratchJr language were available for all tasks. Although this technique

makes it more difficult to isolate sequencing ability, it allows researchers to compare

children’s responses in both Block Recognition and Block Sequencing on the same Solve It

task.

Fig. 3 A completed block recognition assessment sheet. Circled blocks represent the student’s answers for
viewing Solve It #4, #5, etc
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Table 2 shows all of the programs that children viewed in order to complete their Solve

It tasks. Questions were first created, and then organized by the research team into Easy,

Medium, and Hard questions based on the complexity of the programming task and the

cognitive capacity required to complete them. These determinations were based on

developmental stage theory (Piaget 1953). In order to heed on Davies’ (1993) caution that

mental representations in programming are directly informed by the language of instruc-

tion, prior findings from ScratchJr pilot studies with K-2nd grade students were also used

to develop the questions (Flannery et al. 2013). Strong patterns emerged throughout the

initial pilot research of ScratchJr, consistent with our assessment of easy vs difficult tasks

from a cognitive developmental perspective. For example, children more easily mastered

motion, sound, and look blocks, which all correspond with visual changes in the animation

and thus relate to younger children’s concrete operations (Piaget 1953). Conversely, they

had more difficulty when programming multiple characters, multiple scripts within char-

acters, or with control-flow blocks, which rely more on later-childhood abstraction (Piaget

1953; Mioduser et al. 2009).These trends helped shape the Solve It assessments, and

questions were designed to target many of the observed differences in programming ability

from high- to low-mastery students (see Table 2).

Scoring Solve It assessments

In the Solve It assessment, a perfect score is a score of zero. Raw number scores were

given based on the number of steps required to change a child’s response to the nearest

correct program. For example, a child who missed a needed block (1 point) and circled an

incorrect block (1 point) would receive a score of 2 points. Several patterns emerged in the

data involving commonly confused blocks. Some blocks were mistaken for others with

Fig. 4 A completed sequencing assessment task. The child chose these icons from an assortment of all the
blocks available in ScratchJr, and ordered them into a sequence. This sequence represents the child’s guess
about the program that would have caused the project they viewed in Solve It Task #4

Fig. 5 ScratchJr’s Move Forward block (left) and the Speed block (right) both look as if they might be
commands to make a character run to the right
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similar programmatic functions, such as when a child circled both a Move Up and a Move

Down block when they observed a character using the Hop block (to view the Solve It task

video prompts, visit: https://www.youtube.com/embed/l9d9L9hc2o4?list=

PLsXbKpJZTa6P2bt7GpZTAZuvZT1cmFKa5. See Appendix A: Answer Key for Solve

It tasks, and Appendix B: Scoring Rubric for Solve It tasks for more information regarding

the scoring process). Other confusions grew from the block icons, for example when a

child chose a Spin Left instead of a Spin Right block. Some specific errors were common

enough (i.e. present in more than half of the sample) that the research team altered the

scoring procedure to minimize error inflation.

Since several Solve It tasks could be recreated with multiple correct programs,

researchers scored student responses against the program that was closest to the child’s

answer. For example, one Solve It task showed a cat moving to the right multiple times.

Some children circled the Move Right block, while others circled Move Right and Repeat

Loop (see Table 3). Some limitations were introduced, however. For example, in the same

Solve It task, a student could technically make a correct program using a Move Left block

and negative number parameters, causing the cat to walk backwards. Since students had

not covered negative numbers in either their ScratchJr or regular math lessons (and the cat

would be facing the wrong direction anyway), this was considered an incorrect answer, and

graded against the nearest correct answer (see Table 3).

Reliability and validity

Assessments were scored using a rubric developed on a subset of the children’s responses.

Consensus coding was employed during data analysis of the Block Recognition data, with one

researcher conducting an initial pass of coding and a final version being determined through

conversations with the research team (Corbin and Strauss 2008). Although the Solve It data is

quantitative, qualitative interpretations were necessary to understand children’s logic errors.

All researchers involved in scoring responses spent significant time using the ScratchJr

environment, in order ensure that researchers had a common understanding of possible errors.

Cohen’s kappa (j) was run to determine the level of agreement between two researchers

trained in scoring the Block Recognition assessment. A test dataset of 42 sample Block

Recognition responses was generated by the lead researcher, based on a 15% subset of

students responses in the sample. This dataset was then scored by two research assistants.

There was significant agreement between the two raters’ judgements, j = .78, p\ .001.

Researchers found difficulty reaching scoring consensus about the Block Sequencing data.

For this reason, descriptive Block Sequencing results will be presented here as a way trian-

gulate results from Block Recognition responses. All questions and all responses are

expressed within the language and visual platform of ScratchJr, indicating construct validity

of the assessment. Results from the analysis of errors also revealed certain predictable pat-

terns that emerged in responses, lending internal validity to the assessment as well.

Results

In this section, we address our first research question, ‘‘What evidence of children’s

programming strategies can we infer by analyzing children’s responses and common errors

on a standardized programming assessment?’’ Solve It assessment scores were compiled

and analyzed for trends. Following this, we explore the second question, ‘‘What strategies

from existing knowledge domains (e.g. language, visual-spatial, etc.) are evident as
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contributors to children’s programming logic?’’ Results will be followed by interpretation

in the discussion section.

Preliminary analysis

Taken together, the data showed no violation of normality, linearity, or homoscedasticity.

After testing for outliers using boxplots and skewness values, three extreme outliers

emerged from the data. Based on researchers’ field notes, these outliers probably reflect a

combination of several factors, including children’s attention limits. These outliers were

removed, bringing the sample size to N = 55 students (n = 29 females, n = 26 males).

Looking at grade-wise trends shrunk the sample sizes of each statistical test. To account

for the small sample size, non-parametric tests were used when grades were segmented for

analysis. As mentioned above, some extreme outliers were eliminated from the data, which

revealed two emergent outliers (see Fig. 6). Because the Kruskal–Wallis test is robust to

outliers, the results including the two emergent outlying data points will be discussed here.

Histograms of the score distributions in each grade were relatively normally distributed,

with skewness values falling between 1 and -1 for all groups. Finally, Levene’s test for

equality of variances was found to be non-significant, F(2, 51) = 0.203, p[ .05 justifying

the use of Kruskal–Wallis to evaluate the data.

Looking at individual Solve It tasks also resulted in a new set of data distributions. Of

the six tasks, scores from the two Easy Solve It tasks (#1 and #4) violated assumptions of

normality and homogeneity. This could potentially be due to the fact that these

Fig. 6 Boxplots showing distributions by grade of mean scores on block recognition assessment
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distributions showed floor effects. Although the mean differences in scores for these two

tasks seem to follow the patterns of the other Solve Its, they will be omitted from statistical

analysis. The most difficult task (#2, which involves programmatically coordinating

multiple characters) was only administered to first and second grade students, as it assessed

a content topic that was not covered in Kindergarten (see Tables 1, 2). This task was

analyzed using an independent-samples Mann–Whitney U, or Mann–Whitney test to

determine differences in the scores of first and second grade students.

General trends in Solve It tasks

Next, we addressed the first research question by exploring children’s performance on all

Solve It tasks and interpreting for evidence of their logic strategies. We began by exam-

ining the Block Recognition Solve It tasks.

Overall, Kindergarteners showed the highest number of average errors per question

(M = 3), followed by first graders (M = 1.8) and second graders (M = 1.4). Standard

deviation was broader for the Kindergarten class (SD = .87) and narrowed in first grade

(SD = .56), but widened slightly in second grade (SD = .59) (see Table 4). These trends

indicated that the higher a child’s grade in school, the more likely that their performance on

the Block Recognition Solve Its would have fewer errors, and that a prediction of their

score would be precise.

Researchers investigated whether a student’s grade affected their overall performance

on Block Recognition Solve Its. A Pearson product-moment correlation was run to

determine the relationship between a student’s grade and their mean score on the Block

Recognition Solve It assessment. There was a strong negative correlation between age and

errors made, which was statistically significant in a two-tailed significance test (r = - .68,

N = 52, p\ .001) (see Fig. 6). To further investigate the relationship, a Pearson product-

moment correlation was run on children’s age (in years and months) at the time of the

assessment against the child’s average number of errors. This correlation was even more

pronounced (r = - .71, N = 53, p\ .001) with younger age very strongly correlated with

more mistakes. This indicates that older children in our sample were statistically less likely

to make errors than younger ones, by a factor of about 1.3 fewer errors on average for

every one-year increase in age (e.g. a six-year-old in our study was likely to make about

2–3 more errors than an eight-year-old on a full six-question Solve Its Assessment).

A non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis H, or Kruskal–Wallis, test was conducted to compare

the effect of a student’s grade on their performance on the Block Recognition Solve Its in

the Kindergarten, first grade, and second grade conditions. There was a statistically sig-

nificant difference in the number of Block Recognition errors made by Kindergarteners

(Mdn = 3.00), first graders (Mdn = 1.67), and second graders (Mdn = 1.33),

H(2) = 27.895, p\ .001. However, pairwise comparisons with adjusted p-values revealed

Table 4 Summary statistics for mean scores on ScratchJr block recognition assessment, by grade

N Min Max M SD

Kindergarten 20 1.80 4.80 2.00 0.87

First grade 15 1.00 1.00 1.78 0.56

Second grade 19 0.67 2.67 1.45 0.59
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that first grade and second grade mean scores did not significantly differ from each other,

U = 6.184, ns, r = .195.

To further elucidate the differences in mean scores across the three grades, Kruskal–

Wallis tests were also conducted on each individual Solve It task. Tests revealed a sig-

nificant main effect of grade on scores for Solve It Tasks #3, H(2) = 12.969, p = .002, #5,

H(2) = 19.138, p\ .001, and #6, H(2) = 28.145, p\ .001. Pairwise comparisons using

adjusted p-values showed that for Task #3 showed that Kindergarteners made significantly

more mistakes than first, U = 17.758, p = .002, r = .58, and second graders, U = 12.483,

p = .031, r = 41. Kindergarteners also made more errors on Task #5 compared to first

U = 17.150, p = .003, r = .56, and second graders, U = 19.855, p\ .001, r = .65, as well

as on Task #6 compared to first U = 17.400, p = .003, r = .56, and second graders,

U = 25.484, p\ .001, r = .83. As previously mentioned, the most difficult Solve It Task

(#2) was only administered to first and second grade students. Although there was no

significant difference between second and first grade errors for any other Solve It task, a

Mann–Whitney test revealed that the first graders (Mdn = 2) made significantly more

errors than second graders (Mdn = 1) on Solve It tTsk #2, U = 66.0, p = .007, r = –.48.

When it came to Block Sequencing tasks, children’s responses were extremely diverse

across the sample. Comparative analysis methods were used to determine emergent pat-

terns. Researchers looked at children’s Block Sequencing responses in relation to their

Block Recognition responses for Solve It Tasks #4, 5, and 6 (see Figs. 7, 8, 9).

In Solve It Task 4, children needed to understand a specific block, Go to Page, that

‘‘turns the page’’ to a different scene. The block that caused the change contained a

thumbnail image of the new scene, a concrete reference to the block’s action. When

children were asked to select the block that could have changed the scene, only 52% of

Kindergarteners were able to select the correct block, compared with 100% of first graders

and 85% of second graders. When building a sequence of blocks, 76% of Kindergarteners

and 90% of second graders added the Go to Page block to their block sequence. First

graders maintained their high performance, with 100% including the Go to Page block

somewhere in their program.

Solve It Task 5 assessed a child’s ability to recognize the Start on Bump trigger block.

This block initiates a code when two characters on screen touch. This could have appeared

visually chaotic, since one character was already moving toward the target, and the target

character then initiated its own movements when they touched. 67% of first graders and

68% of second graders correctly selected the Start on Bump block on the Block Recog-

nition task. On the Block Selection task, 53% of first graders and 40% of second graders

included a Start on Bump block in their response.

Solve It Task 6 required children to identify the Speed block, a block that changed the

speed of a character’s program. Only 5% of Kindergarteners circled a Speed block in their

assessment, compared to 25% of first graders, and 45% of second graders. About the same

proportion of Kindergarteners (5%) and first graders (27%) used the Speed block in their

sequenced code, but the proportion of second graders who used the correct block jumped to

65% of the cohort.

Common Errors in Solve It tasks

One interesting exception to the general mastery of motion blocks is the case of the Hop

block in Task #3. Many children responded that the action was created with a Move Up

and a Move Down block. A Hop in ScratchJr looks visually different from an Up and
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Down action, but it is true that any hop can be described as having constituent up and down

motions. In order to explore this further, children’s responses were compared to Solve It

Task 1, which shows a character moving Up and Down. In the majority of cases, children

chose one representation, either Up and Down blocks or a Hop block, and applied it to both

Task 1 and Task 3. It was less common for children to select different blocks for each

question. The proportion of children in each grade who correctly used Hop in both their

Block Recognition and Block Sequencing responses was 15% in Kindergarten, to 31% in

first grade and 35% in second grade.

As mentioned previously, Solve It Task 2 relied on an advanced concept that was not

covered in Kindergarten. This Solve It involved coordinated characters, meaning that two

characters on screen took turns performing actions. This could be accomplished in two

ways. The first used the Send and Receive Message blocks. These blocks are uniquely

dependent on causal reasoning, because they must be coordinated in order to work. The

second way to coordinate their actions was to use the Wait block, which uses parallel

programming rather than cause-and-effect logic. 13% of first graders selected either a Wait

block or a single Message block, compared with 40% of second graders who selected either

a Wait or Message block solution. Interestingly, of the children who circled Message

blocks, none of the first graders correctly circled both the Send and Receive message

blocks, but all of the second graders did.

Knowledge domains evident in programming responses

The next sections address the question of which learning domains children exercise when

they engage in computer programming using ScratchJr. In this section we address our

second research question, ‘‘What strategies from existing knowledge domains (e.g. lan-

guage, visual-spatial, etc.) are evident as contributors to children’s programming logic?’’

Seeing is Believing: Spatial reasoning and movement blocks.

Often, research into quantitative assessments focuses on concepts that students

misunderstood, or where there was diversity in answers. However, especially in early

education, it is also important to note concepts that are generally attainable across a wide

age range. All children in this study mastered simple Motion commands in ScratchJr, and

correctly mapped the arrow icons of programming blocks to their corresponding move-

ments on a ScratchJr screen. Although this sounds simple enough, icon-based thought is

still developing in early childhood, with many Kindergarteners still learning how to match

letters with their symbolic meanings (Berninger et al. 2002). The authors hypothesize two

related reasons for this mastery of Motion blocks across the entire sample. First, the

Motion block images in ScratchJr were chosen to very closely correspond with the

movements they represent: the Move Right block depicts an arrow pointing to the right, the

Move Up block shows an arrow pointing up, the Hop block shows a parabolic arrow, etc.

This is a much more direct visual comparison than, say, the abstract symbol ‘‘A’’ to

represent a particular vocal sound. Second, the curricular focus on kinesthetic practices

around ScratchJr’s concrete symbol system may have helped to ingrain the icon meanings

in the children’s thinking (Lakoff and Núñez 2000). In-class games and activities like

‘‘Simon Says’’ with programming instructions regularly reinforced the meaning of the

block icons by requiring children to physically act out the motions with their bodies.

Piaget’s stage theory cites concreteness of thought as one of the most fundamental,

defining characteristics of early learners (Piaget 1953). Recall that in Task #3, many

children mistakenly replaced a Hop block with a combination of Move Up and Move
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Down blocks. Rather than suggesting errors or misconceptions, this could be evidence of

children working to isolate and identify components of movement in order to reverse-

engineer a sequence.

In general, the straightforward link between a Motion block image and its on-screen

action allowed children to visually see the connection, which was further strengthened

when they can physically act out the motion with their own bodies (e.g. stepping left to

simulate a Move Left block). This concreteness allowed children to master simple

ScratchJr iconography, even while the youngest children were developing mastery over

more familiar symbol systems like the alphabet or numbers. However, the results from the

Solve It assessments indicate that programming comprehension goes beyond concrete

symbol recognition. The next section looks at programming blocks that rely on abstract

thinking to interpret and use correctly.

Blocks to Program Other Blocks: Common mistakes in causal reasoning.

The assessment tasks that received the most variable responses were those that targeted

Control Flow blocks. Unlike the Motion blocks, Control Flow blocks do not program

characters directly, but instead modify how programs are executed. Speed blocks do not

make a character run quickly, but rather they make all of that character’s programs happen

more quickly. Repeat loops will make any action inside of them repeat, but an empty

Repeat loop does nothing on its own. In fact, the defining feature of most Control Flow

blocks is that they do not make sense, or sometimes do not even function, without other

blocks attached. This is because Control Flow blocks do not act on characters, but rather on

other blocks.

According to developmental stage theory, children mainly use tactile experiences to

understand the world around them, and can be confused by processes that are invisible

(Piaget 1953). That is exactly why the research team deems Control Flow tasks ‘‘difficult’’

questions. But the benefit of bringing these invisible processes into a programming lan-

guage is that children can at least view a concrete instruction list and observe its conse-

quences in the form of the resulting animation before and after the changes. Seymour

Papert (1980) realized the power of this visual demonstration to engage children in

evaluating logic and thinking processes from a bird’s-eye level, and subsequently, to

expose children to simple practices of metacognition.

In children’s responses, we observed variations in children’s ability to engage in causal

logic. Two examples of common errors from the Solve Its demonstrate this clearly.

Example 1, Changing the Scene: In Solve It Task 4, recall that Kindergarten and second

grade children showed slightly lower performance in selecting a necessary block when

compared to first graders, who selected the correct block 100% of the time. It is unclear

why the first grade cohort had such a high rate of recognizing this block, even surpassing

the second graders, but it might have something to do with overgeneralization. In inter-

views with young children exploring balance and weight of unfamiliar objects, Karmiloff-

Smith and Inhelder (1975) found that ‘‘most of those subjects who had been successful in

balancing conspicuous or inconspicuous weight blocks because they had been concen-

trating on the goal, began later in the session to experience serious difficulties in repeating

the successful action as their attention shifted to the means’’ (pg. 203). Although it is

unclear what theories-in-action are being tested or exercised when children engage in

programming, this pattern of older children underperforming compared to younger might

indicate their more reflective approach to solving the problem. Karmiloff-Smith and

Inhelder write that ‘‘overgeneralization is not only a means to simplify but also to unify

[…and] can be looked upon as the creative simplification of a problem by ignoring some of

the complicating factors (such as weight in our study)’’ (1975, original emphasis). By this
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logic, the second graders may be exhibiting some creative simplification, holding one

variable in order to more deeply understand another one. More research is needed to

understand whether there are similar complicating factors that are being held constant

when second grade children work through a programming challenge.

Example 2, Changing a Character’s Speed: Solve It Task 6 required children to identify

the Speed block as a cause for the changing tempo of the character’s action. As reported

earlier, researchers found that very few Kindergarteners identified this block (5% on Block

Recognition, 5% on Block Sequencing), compared to about a quarter of first graders (25%

on Block Recognition, 27% on Block Sequencing), and about half of second graders (45%

on Block Recognition, 67% on Block Sequencing). The fact that older children more easily

understood the Speed block could mean that they are better able to recognize the cause of a

block simply from viewing its result. However, it may also mean that second graders in this

study were able to devote more working memory or attention to their initial observation of

the program. In other words, the Kindergarteners simply may not have even noticed the

change in speed, possibly because of the demanding assessment environment or the mental

limits of trying to focus on other elements of the program. Demetriou et al. (2010) describe

developmental trajectories in cognitive processing, such that as children grow they become

more able to manage, differentiate, and operate on their own perceptions. Their research

shows that a dramatic increase in processing functions occurs between first and second

grade, and prior to that children demonstrate very preliminary stages of processing

capacity. Further, older children can rely on more than one domain (e.g. visual, causal, and

spatial) at once rather than attending to only one or two. This raises an interesting question

about the interaction of multiple domains as they contribute to children’s developing

programming knowledge. In the next section, we further interpret these results and extend

findings into areas for future research.

Discussion

In summary, students generally performed on Solve It tasks in a manner consistent with

what one would expect from the pilot trials of ScratchJr (Flannery et al. 2013). Children at

the Kindergarten level had more trouble with meta-level control flow blocks and coordi-

nating multiple characters. First and second grade students found these concepts more

accessible, and spent more time exploring complex systems of instructions and multi-step

strategies to further develop programmed stories and even games. Again, these concepts

map onto other areas of cognitive growth for this slightly older age, such as using and

inventing rules for games, modeling problems visually and abstractly, and creating short

narratives for different audiences (MA DOE 2011a, b).

At first glance, the results presented above might not seem overly surprising to edu-

cation researchers or practitioners. It is rather predictable that young children, as they grow

older, perform progressively better on assessments of cognition and memory related to

school tasks. There are two unique elements in these findings, however.

First, although the trajectory of improvement over successive grades is a familiar pat-

tern, the domain of programming is a relatively new area of study for developmental

theorists. It cannot be assumed that current theories of developmental trajectories in tra-

ditional academic subjects will apply to all burgeoning learning domains. The fact that

these patterns were observed in the context of computer science and engineering education

provides an opportunity to describe and explain these trends using theoretical approaches

from existing knowledge domains.
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The second unique finding in these results is in the nature of the observed programming

errors. The findings presented thus far suggest that a variety of pre-existing knowledge

domains are leveraged as children develop programming fluency. For example, recall that

in Solve It Task 2, only about 13% of first graders and 40% of second graders correctly

selected one of the necessary blocks (Wait, Send Message, or Receive Message). No child

in the sample correctly selected both of the required Message blocks. This suggests that

causal reasoning is key to interpreting the programmatic relationship between ScratchJr

characters. First grade children in our sample showed evidence that they still developing

their ability to observe and deduce causes for visible cause-and-effect relations. Mean-

while, second graders were learning to develop theories about invisible causal relationships

and possibly reason about those relationships using their past experiences (Barrouillet and

Gaillard 2010). Spatial knowledge may also play a role in children’s ability to solve this

task. Children age 5–6 years (roughly first grade aged) are known to rely more on single

dimensional representations, where 7–8 year olds (i.e. second graders) are able to

demonstrate ‘‘fluent’’ mental imagery (Demetriou et al. 2010). This could explain why

second graders tested better when interpreting Solve Its with multiple moving characters at

once. Finally, these results may have interesting implications for the integration of verbal

logic into early programming experiences. Children in first grade can typically use and

apply permission rules in language, meaning they can coherently express thoughts using

simple word sequences and grammatical structures. By the time children reach second

grade, they can also use inference in communicating ideas. (Barrouillet and Gaillard 2010;

Demetriou et al. 2010). They are better able to apply facts and techniques from multiple

domains towards solving a problem, without needing to recall all of the theories and

examples from those individual domains of knowledge. This implies that the development

of domain-specific processes, particularly verbal reasoning, may positively impact a child’s

ability to perform logic operations relevant to programming, including inference about

invisible systems.

This line of reasoning raises the question, if verbal reasoning may play a role in

programming comprehension, then how might other domains be involved? This study does

not claim to report on children’s social or emotional states while working on their ScratchJr

projects, but there is evidence that they were deeply engaged in social reasoning

throughout the lessons. Field notes from all three classrooms show that students in all

cohorts created inventive, story-driven projects, and second graders were often observed

making projects with multiple plot stages or game-like elements (i.e. characters and objects

programmed to be interactive with a user). Second graders were more likely to share

projects with classmates or to work on projects collaboratively, either by sharing an iPad,

using one child’s project as a template to copy, or constructing multi-project story lines

with multiple children’s iPads. In addition, they were the only children observed relating

classroom content from other units (science and social studies lessons, etc.) into their

collages, stories, and games (see Figs. 10, 11). This description calls to mind what Wyeth

(2008) refers to as ‘‘purposeful, task oriented programming,’’ or programming with a goal,

which is more sophisticated than simply building a program to solve a problem. It is

possible that the development of social reasoning, which involves deciphering emotions,

interpreting intentions of others, developing relationships, and imagining alternative per-

spectives, may all contribute to, or be correlated with, programming logic and practices.
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Fig. 10 This group of second graders spontaneously chose to work together on a ‘‘fashion show’’ project,
with each child’s ScratchJr project representing a similar but different portion of the show

Fig. 11 This second grade girl built a project about migration, using a picture of a map that hangs in her
classroom as the background of her animation. Maps and migration are concepts covered in the class Social
Studies unit. Other second graders incorporated moon phases, a topic from their Science unit, into their
games and stories
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Interestingly, the Solve It assessments did not capture evidence of categorical or

quantitative reasoning, two knowledge domains commonly associated with computer

programming (Confrey 1990; Robins et al. 2003). It is possible that quantitative skills (e.g.

subitization, counting, pointing, adding) and categorical ones (e.g. noting similarity and

difference, construction of mental categories for organization) may not be relevant to core

programming skills of sequencing and inferring cause-and-effect relations (Barrouillet and

Gaillard 2010). It is likely that these developing domains play indirect roles in shaping a

child’s programming processes. In order to observe the nature of programming compre-

hension development in young children, it seems necessary to begin comparison to other

long-standing knowledge domains, such as those suggested by Demetrious et al. (2010),

where more is known about children’s representations and patterns of development.

Limitations

In the course of implementing this programming intervention, there were several chal-

lenges to data collection and interpretation. The major limitation was sample size. How-

ever, given the challenges of naturalistic classroom action research in the early childhood

context, the data pool from three classrooms was actually quite large and rich. Field notes

from this study raised questions about collaboration and intentionality in children’s pro-

gramming, especially among older children in the sample. These findings have inspired

new studies within our research group, to explore collaboration and internal motivation in

second graders exploring ScratchJr (Portelance et al. 2015).

The assessment format also presented interesting complexities. Based on the paper-and-

pencil method of administering the Solve It tasks, it was not possible to control for the

contextual difference between programming with ScratchJr on a touchscreen tablet and

manipulating paper cut-outs of programming blocks. Interestingly, using this format

allowed children to express things not possible on the ScratchJr iPad app such as

sequencing upside-down and sideways blocks, leaving different sized gaps between blocks

(sometimes in place of Wait blocks, ostensibly to indicate a pause in the program), and

mixing character icons with programming blocks to indicate when a character should

move. These alternative answers were not analyzed here as they did not pertain to directly

to ScratchJr programming knowledge, but they showed creativity in problem-solving and

exploration. Future work with the Solve It assessments will specifically examine creativity

in programming development.

Finally, although the results presented here suggest that younger children may be

developmentally unable to master difficult ScratchJr concepts to the same degree as older

children, it is important to remember that children in all classes were given the same

amount of ScratchJr lesson time. In typical early childhood settings, younger children

spend more time on curricular units relative to older ones (Kostelnik and Grady 2009). It is

possible that, given more time to practice and explore the ScratchJr interface, Kindergarten

children could master programming concepts as thoroughly as older students. Future work

should examine children’s developmental capacity to explore programming concepts, and

describe lengths of time required in each range to achieve such mastery.
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Implications and future work

The main finding from this study is that developmental level impacts children’s emerging

programming knowledge, which has major implications for the field of cognitive devel-

opment. Our society has recently seen a massive shift in cultural attitudes towards com-

puter coding, with a booming global market for home-use educational technologies, and

state and national curricula in the U.S. and abroad now mandating computer science

education (Balanskat and Engelhardt 2015; K–12 Computer Science Framework 2016;

Livingstone 2012). However, this study suggests that the presumed educational benefits of

coding, such as math skills and problem solving, may not be as evident in early childhood

as other learning domains, such as verbal, causal, and social reasoning. In the context of

cognitive developmental stage theory, these findings also suggest that there is a devel-

opmental progression to the way children learn programming knowledge. Piaget might

argue that all of the diversity in children’s responses are simply symptomatic of their

different points along their general intellectual developmental trajectory (Piaget 1953;

Flannery and Bers 2013). However, developmental theorist Feldman would argue that

programming may constitute a unique learning domain, less widely-applicable than uni-

versal developmental milestones such as walking and talking, but characterized by

developmental growth nonetheless (Feldman 1980). In his non-universal theory, he has

argued that the key question for determining the nature of a domain of knowledge is to ask

whether the domain can be organized into a sequence of developmental levels, and then to

operationalize the specificity of that knowledge. The evidence from this study suggests that

such a sequence of developmental levels in programming knowledge does, in fact, exist.

Future work into the nature of programming knowledge should seek to further understand

this progression. Researchers should explore children’s learning using a broad array of

educational programming technologies, and should draw on education and design move-

ments, such as computational thinking with low- or no-tech activities (Bers 2018).

Additionally, this study provides preliminary evidence that children’s programming

knowledge may draw on various specialized knowledge domains. Prior work has estab-

lished that knowledge domains may follow their own developmental trajectories, although

they are inherently interconnected (Barrouillet and Gaillard 2010; Demetriou et al. 2010).

If early programming learning is rooted in dynamic relations among these emerging

domains, then future work should concentrate on understanding the developmental pro-

gressions of children’s programming knowledge. Perhaps through this work, we can arrive

at a developmental trajectory of programming learning to better inform research, design,

and education fields.

Practically, operationalizing a programming domain into developmental levels would

be a foundational step for creating evidence-based computer science curricula. Currently,

many frameworks and guidelines exist, along with mandates from state and national

governments to teach computer science concepts (Balanskat and Engelhardt 2015; K–12

Computer Science Framework 2016; Livingstone 2012). Frameworks should consider the

developmental progression of programming knowledge, and should incorporate current

findings to strengthen their applicability to a wider audience of children. Additionally,

designers can take a developmental stance when building new coding technologies for

early childhood. Development levels of programming knowledge should inform tool and

curriculum design such that young learners are scaffolded through a progression of one or

many developmental levels while the same programming environment.
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Conclusion

Computer programming for young children has become a flourishing area for education

research, and this study contributes to the investigation of cognitive capabilities of young

students to learn computer programming. This study shared results from a programming

assessment for early childhood (K-2nd grade), and used common errors on the assessment

to argue for the cross-domain nature of computer programming knowledge. Children in our

sample were able to observe a programmed animation and deduce, through reverse logic,

the programming instructions necessary to create the animation. The varied performance of

Kindergarteners, first graders, and second graders, the age-specific common errors, and the

lack of gender-based differences all suggest that cognitive developmental level is the major

factor to consider when researching young children’s programming knowledge

development.

Contrary to popular opinion about the mathematical nature of programming knowledge,

this study suggests that causal, spatial, verbal, and social reasoning all play a key role in

children’s programming learning. Excepting causal reasoning, which involves logical

reasoning, the other domains are not often leveraged in the design of programming tools

and interventions for children in early childhood. Practitioners can take this finding as a

justification for interdisciplinary and project-based programming experiences in early

childhood learning settings, in which children can pursue story-based, collaborative, and

physical explorations of coding. Designers of educational technology should consider this

a call to action, to incorporate features that can support these developing domains. For

example, ‘‘multiplayer’’ programming environments can tap into social reasoning, 3D and

augmented-reality programming platforms support spatial experiences, and programming

languages that leverage the syntax of spoken languages can engage children’s verbal

reasoning skills.

Most importantly, findings from this study hold implications for the importance of

introducing programming and coding at a very young age. Children in our study demon-

strated a range of mastery and creativity through coding, but none showed a complete lack

of understanding about the most foundational programming concepts after the intervention.

This supports the growing body of research about the benefits of computer programming to

support the development of other cognitive domains (Bers 2012, 2018; Clements and

Samara 2003). The new medium of programming is quickly becoming a new literacy,

which children can use to connect with the logic of algorithms, or the expressive possi-

bilities of digital storytelling (Bers 2018). As with all literacies, programming now

deserves rigorous empirical investigation, evidence-based practice recommendations, and a

policy-level response to the cultural mandate that programming is now a general knowl-

edge requirement for children from Kindergarten to 12th grade and beyond.
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Appendix A: Answer key for Solve It tasks

ScratchJr Solve-It Answer Sheet 

Name of Student:                                                            

FIX THE PROGRAM 

Question 1: Remove a block 

Circle a block to remove 

Question 2: Add a block 

Circle a block to add: 

Question 3: Modify blocks 
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Appendix B: Scoring rubric for Solve It tasks

ScratchJr Solve-Its scoring rubric: sets of blocks

For every question, there is a bank of correct answers. Responses will be scored based on

how close they are to some correct answer from that bank.

1. How scoring will be assessed

a. A score of 0 is perfect

b. If there is a correct block that is missed, that is 1 point

c. If there is an incorrect block that was added, that is 1 point

2. Instances with responses that are ‘‘more correct’’ based on block similarity

a. There is a key of ‘‘similar’’ blocks. If a student missed a correct block and used an

incorrect but similar block, that is 1 point (not 2)

3. Instances with more than 1 correct answer

a. There is a key of correct block sets for all questions. The response will be

compared against every set. The lowest of these possible scores will be counted.

b. Ex: Correct Program A = Green Flag, Show, Hide, Message Block

Correct Program B = Green Flag, Show, Hide, Wait Block

Submitted Response = Green flag, Show, Hide, Stop

Score and Justification:

The submitted response will receive a score of 1 based on Program B, because the Stop

block is similar to the Wait block.

They would have received a score of 2 based on Program A, because the Message Block

was missing, and the non-similar Stop block was added.

Similar blocks key

Jump replaced by Up ? Down (1 point)

Grow ? Shrink replace by Hide ? Show (2 points)

Added End block or Go Home at end of program when it would make no change (0

points)

Used go home in place of last block when it is incorrect, but the character does end up

‘‘at home’’, i.e. in Sol2 (1 point)

No Response = total points missed. Do not scrap this data, could mean child did not

understand the question

Move Right replaced by Go Home in Q6 (gave 2 points)

ScratchJr Solve-Its scoring rubric: sequences of blocks

For every question, there is a bank of correct answers. Responses will be scored based on

how close they are to any correct answer from that bank.

1. How scoring will be assessed

a. A score of 0 is perfect
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b. All rules of ‘‘set’’ scoring still apply

c. Sequences will be broken into ‘‘chunks’’ of blocks that represent different

functions of a program (i.e. begin and ending chunks, action chunks, control-flow

chunks)

2. Scoring Chunks

a. If the blocks that comprise a chunk are incorrectly ordered, that is 1 point

b. If the chunk is incorrectly ordered relative to other chunks, that is 1 point

c. If there is a chunk that is missing, that is 1 point

d. If there is a chunk that is incorrectly added, that is 1 point

3. Instances with incorrect sets of blocks

a. For blocks that are incorrect but similar to the correct block (according to

similarity key), those blocks count towards the chunk that the correct block would

have filled.

b. For blocks that are incorrect and dissimilar from the correct block, they are

counted as an incorrectly added chunk.

4. General Rules of Chunks:

a. Begin blocks need to be at the beginning

b. End blocks need to be at the end

c. Chunks with more than one block need to have blocks in the correct order (1 point

if wrong) and need to be adjacent (1 point is separated)

d. Control Flow block must operate on a block to its right (1 point if there no motion

block after it)

e. Character blocks need to be associated with a single program (anywhere inside or

very near is fine). If characters are in the incorrect program, or if they are not

associated with a program, that is 1 point.

1. To determine if the characters are ‘‘flipped,’’ score each program for each

character. Whichever yields the lower score is the pair of response that is

accepted. If the character blocks are incorrectly matched based on the

accepted response, that is 1 point.

• Question 4b: Rules of Chunks

• Start Chunk

• Start block must go at the beginning of the program (1 point if in incorrect

location)

• Action Chunk

• 2 action blocks must be adjacent (1 point if not adjacent)

• 2 action blocks must be in correct order (1 point if incorrectly ordered)
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• End Chunk

• End block must go at the end of the program (1 point if in incorrect location)

• End block must be Go To Page 2 (1 point if similar end blocks is used instead)

• Question 5b: Rules of Chunks

• Cat Program – Start Chunk

• Start block must go at the beginning of the program (1 point if in incorrect

location)

• Cat Program—End Chunk

• End block must go at the end of the program (1 point if in incorrect location)

• Special block: If there is no End block, that is 2 points. See Rubric

Justifications.

• Pig Program—Start Chunk

• Start block must go at the beginning of the program (1 point if in incorrect

location)

• Special Block: If there is no Start block, that is 2 points. See Rubric

Justifications.

• Pig Program – Action Chunk

• 2 action blocks must be adjacent (1 point if not adjacent)

• 2 action blocks must be in correct order (1 point if incorrectly ordered)

• Character Chunk

• Character chunks must be associated with (adjacent or very near) one of the

programs (1 point each for missing characters)

• Ambiguous Character-Program Pairs:

• Score each program for each character. Whichever yields the lower score is

the pair of response that is accepted (Ex: Cat ? A = 12, Cat ? B = 5; Pig is

same for both. B is Cat’s program, A is Pig’s program). If the character

blocks are incorrectly matched based on the accepted response, that is 1

point.

• Question 6b: Rules of Chunks

• Start Chunk

• Start block must go at the beginning of the program (1 point if in incorrect

location)

• Action Chunk

• 3 action blocks must be adjacent (1 point if not adjacent)

• 3 action blocks must be in correct order (1 point if incorrectly ordered)
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• Speed block must operate on a block to its right (1 point if there no motion

block after Speed in this chunk)

• Special Block: If there is no Speed block, that is 2 points. See Rubric

Justifications

• End Chunk

• End block must go at the end of the program (1 point if in incorrect location)

• NOTE: in this program, the ‘‘Go Home’’ block is functionally the End block.

No similar blocks will be accepted if missing, although adding an End block

will not affect set or sequence score.
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